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Abstract- In this paper, we introduce an adaptive optical 
wireless system that employs a finite vocabulary of stored 
holograms. We propose a fast adaptation approach based on a 
divide and conquer methodology resulting in a number of 
adaptation algorithms: fast angle adaptive holograms (FAA-
Holograms), fast power adaptive holograms (FPA-Holograms), 
and fast angle and power adaptive holograms (FAPA-
Holograms) and evaluate these in mobile optical wireless (OW) 
systems in conjugation with imaging reception. The ultimate 
goal is to improve the signal to noise ratio (SNR), reduce the 
effect of inter-symbol-interference (ISI), speed up the 
adaptation process and eliminate the need to calculate the 
hologram in real-time at each transmitter and receiver location. 
The system operates at high data rates under the impact of 
multipath dispersion, background noise and mobility. At a data 
rate of 2.5 Gb/s, and under eye safety regulations, the proposed 
FAPA-Holograms offers around 20 dB SNR in the presence of 
background shot noise, receiver noise, multipath dispersion and 
mobility. Simulation results show that the proposed system, 
FAPA-Holograms, can reduce the time required to identify the 
optimum hologram position from 80 ms in the original beam 
angle and power adaptive line strip multibeam system (APA-
LSMS) to about 13 ms. 
 
Index Terms- finite vocabulary of holograms, mobile optical 
wireless, signal-to-noise ratio, imaging receiver.  
 
I.    INTRODUCTION 
Recently optical wireless (OW) local area networks (LANs) 
have attracted a great deal of attention due to their potential to 
provide high-speed transmission through low cost hardware 
and without interfering with radio frequency devices. Over the 
last three decades the use of the optical spectrum for indoor 
communications has been widely studied [1]²[4]. Due to the 
inherent nature of light, free space Infrared (IR) links offer 
numerous advantages over their radio frequency (RF) 
counterparts including an abundant unregulated spectrum, 
freedom from fading [2], [4] and a degree of privacy at the 
physical layer as optical signals are confined to the room in 
which they originate (hence, the possibility of frequency reuse). 
Despite these advantages, OW systems encounter two major 
impairments. The first is concerned with sensitivity to additive 
shot noise owing to sunlight or artificial background lighting. 
The second is the multipath dispersion associated with 
reflections from walls, ceiling and room surfaces and the non-
line-of-sight (non-LOS) transmission of OW signals. In 
addition to these drawbacks, there is a limit on the maximum 
permitted optical power radiated from commercial 
transmitters. This limit is set by strict eye and skin safety 
regulations [2], [3].   
 Recently, many researchers have studied and demonstrated 
the use of visible light (white-light emitting diodes (LEDs)) for 
indoor communications [5]-[10]. However, the 
accomplishment of high transmission rates is a demanding 
task. This is due to the slow response of phosphor, which 
limits the modulation bandwidth of white LEDs to a few MHz 
[6].  There are however, some approaches that have been 
proposed to improve the modulation bandwidth of white 
LEDs [7-10]. In [10] researchers proposed a 3-Gb/s single-
LED OFDM-Based wireless VLC link using a Gallium Nitride 
µLED. Here orthogonal frequency division multiplexing is 
employed as a modulation scheme and pre- and post-
equalization techniques, as well as adaptive data loading are 
applied in order to achieve 3 Gb/s. It is imperative to note 
here although the state of the art VLC Gb/s system is able to 
achieve 3 Gb/s, it requires complex signal processing and 
advanced modulation formats. On the contrary, IR optical 
communications can provide high transmission rates similar to 
visible light systems and potentially higher data rates (data rate 
up to 10 Gb/s employing OOK modulation can be achieved) 
[12]-[13]. This is due to the wider modulation bandwidth of 
laser sources used in IR OW instead of white LEDs. IR optical 
systems can use simple signal processing functionality and 
simple modulation formats while having a much higher 
bandwidth available for future usage. IR OW systems have 
some additional advantages compared to VLC. For example 
light dimming is not an issue in IR systems and the uplink 
implemerntation using IR is convenient as it avoids bright 
visible light next to the user equipment, next to laptop for 
example.  
OW transmission links can be classified into two basic 
schemes: direct line-of-sight (DLOS) and non-LOS (diffuse 
systems). DLOS can improve power efficiency and minimise 
multipath dispersion. However this class of systems needs to 
be carefully aligned in order to set up the link. On the other 
hand, diffuse transmission links allow the system to operate 
even when barriers are placed between the transmitter and the 
receiver which may still allow an independent path. Although 
they offer full mobility and do not require a direct LOS 
between the transmitter and the receiver, they suffer from 
multipath dispersion. Another way to combine the advantages 
of the directed LOS and diffuse configurations and to 
overcome the disadvantages is to use a multibeam transmitter 
that produces multiple diffusing spots in different directions in 
a room. The multiple diffusing spots can be implemented 
using computer generated holograms (CGHs) with static beam 
intensities, (as in [3]) or can be produced using a number of 
transmitters (as in [4]). Previous work in this area has shown 
that significant SNR improvement over a conventional diffuse 
system (CDS) can be achieved by employing a uniform 
multibeam system [3]. However, mobility and shadowing can 
induce significant SNR degradation in indoor OW systems. 
Various techniques have recently been proposed to combat the 
limitations of OW systems, and higher bit rates have been 
achieved [11]-[16]. OW links offer the opportunity for high-
speed communications and the potential to achieve data rates 
up to 10 Gb/s with full mobility, although these have not been 
demonstrated to date experimentally [12], [13]. Experimental 
multi-gigabits OW systems with limited mobility have been 
successfully demonstrated in [15]-[19]. Despite the significant 
progress achieved to date, more research is required to enable 
the design of OW systems that realize the potential bandwidth 
and data rates possible in these systems. The research 
presented in this paper aims to address the OW systems 
impairments and propose new practical solutions to allow the 
system to operate at high data rates such 2.5 Gb/s and 5 Gb/s 
with full mobility. It more importantly focuses on speeding-up 
the adaptation process as well as eliminating the need to 
calculate a real-time hologram at each transmitter and receiver 
location. 
Beam angle and power adaptation has been shown to be an 
effective technique that can help optimize the distribution of 
the diffusing spots and the power among the spots in order to 
PD[LPL]H WKH UHFHLYHU·V SNR UHJDUGOHVV RI WKH WUDQVPLWWHU·V
SRVLWLRQ WKH UHFHLYHU·V RULHQWDWLRQ DQG WKH UHFHLYHU·V field of 
view (FOV). Simulation results have shown that a significant 
performance improvement can be achieved in a mobile OW 
system that employs beam angle and beam power adaptation in 
a line strip multibeam system (APA-LSMS) [12] ² [13]. The 
improvements achieved are however at the cost of complex 
system design in the power adaptive line strip multibeam 
system (PA-LSMS), angle adaptive line strip multibeam system 
(AA-LSMS) and APA-LSMS. The complexity is associated 
with the computation time required to identify the optimum 
spot location, as well as the time needed to generate the 
hologram that generates beams at the optimum powers and 
angles. To reduce the system complexity, we introduce a 
adaptive finite hologram vocabulary approach using simulated 
annealing to generate multibeam spots. The holograms are pre-
calculated and stored in the proposed system (each is suited for 
a given (range of) transmitter and receiver locations) and 
eliminate the need to calculate holograms real time at each 
transmitter and receiver location. The concept of finite 
adaptive computer-generated holograms was first introduced in 
our recent work [21]. The work in [21] investigated a very 
limited case of finite pre-stored holograms and studied it in a 
realistic indoor environment to examine the impact of 
shadowing. Here we extend the work in [21] by (i) optimizing 
the number of holograms to be stored in the system, (ii) 
studying the trade-offs between computation complexity and 
SNR penalty and comparing the results to a range of adaptive 
finite hologram systems, (iii) examining the impact of having a 
finite hologram vocabulary on SNR and delay spread and 
comparing the system with the original beam angle and power 
adaptive system proposed in [12] and (iv) employing high-
speed imaging receiver with narrow FOVs. 
In this paper we propose and model fast angle adaptive 
holograms (FAA-Holograms), fast power adaptive holograms 
(FPA-Holograms), and fast angle and power adaptive 
holograms (FAPA-Holograms) mobile OW systems, in 
conjugation with imaging reception. The ultimate goal of the 
proposed systems is to eliminate the need to calculate 
holograms repeatedly, as well as speed up the angle and power 
adaptation algorithm compared with the original adaptive 
multibeam systems, proposed previously in [12]-[13]. A further 
improvement can be achieved by increasing the number of 
holograms in this system to try to approach the performance 
of the un-constrained (by finite number of choices) angle and 
power adaptive systems previously introduced. However, 
increasing the number of holograms leads to an increase in the 
computation time required to identify the optimum hologram. 
We have introduced a fast divide and conquer (D&C) 
algorithm to select the best beam locations in [20]. Here we 
develop a divide and conquer algorithm to select the best 
hologram from among a finite vocabulary of holograms and 
study the impact of having a finite hologram vocabulary as well 
as study the trade-offs between computation complexity and 
SNR penalty and compare the results to a range of systems.  
   At 2.5 Gb/s, under eye safety regulations, the proposed 
FAPA-Holograms offers around 20 dB SNR in the presence of 
background shot noise, receiver noise, multipath dispersion 
and mobility. The trade-off between complexity and 
performance in the proposed systems compared to the original 
multibeam adaptive systems (PA-LSMS, AA-LSMS and APA-
LSMS) is of interest and is investigated. At the worst 
communication path considered, and where the ceiling is 
divided into 80 regions (6400 holograms are pre-calculated and 
stored in the system), the proposed FAPA-Holograms system 
can reduce the time required to identify the optimum hologram 
position from 80 ms associated with the APA-LSMS 
configuration [12] to about 13 ms. The FAPA-Holograms 
system also eliminates the time needed to generate the 
hologram, which is about 320 ms, at the cost of an SNR 
penalty less than 1 dB at every transmitter and receiver location 
in this case.  
 The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II 
describes the OW system model. The proposed novel 
configurations based on beam power and angle adaptive 
holograms are discussed in Section III. The simulation results 
of finite adaptive holograms versus the original beam power 
and angle adaptations are given Section IV. A high-speed 
mobile indoor OW communication system is introduced in 
Section V. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VI.  
 
II. OW SYSTEM MODEL AND SIMULATION SET-UP 
In OW links, intensity modulation with direct detection 
(IM/DD) is the simplest modulation format and is as such 
used widely. The IM/DD channel can be modelled as a 
baseband linear system in which ݔ(ݐ) is the input power and ܫ(ݐ) is the photo current received, which results from the 
integral of the received optical power over the photo detector 
surface. An indoor OW channel that uses IM/DD can be fully 
characterised by the impulse response of the channel as given 
by ܫ(ݐ) = ܴݔ(ݐ) ٔ ݄(ݐ) + ܾ݊(ݐ)                      (1)                     
where ܴ is the photo-detector responsivity, ݐ is the absolute 
time, ٔ denotes convolution, ܾ݊  is the background noise 
(BN), which is modelled as AWGN, and ݄(ݐ) is the impulse 
response of the channel.  
In order to examine the effects of multipath dispersion on 
indoor OW systems, a propagation simulator was set up for 
the case of an empty room with dimensions of 4m (width) × 
8m (length) × 3m (height). The system model and simulation 
parameters used in this study are similar to our recent work 
presented in [21]. All the proposed systems use an upright 
transmitter with 1 W optical power. Furthermore, the 
significant SNR improvement of the new proposed systems in 
Section V is used to reduce the transmit power to 80 mW 
reducing the power density on the adaptive hologram and 
helping with eye safety. 
   A custom design imaging receiver is used to reduce the 
impact of multipath dispersion. In this work, we employed the 
imaging receiver design proposed in [12]. It is comprised of a 
single imaging lens and detector array that is subdivided into 
200 pixels. The receiver detector array has a photosensitive 
area of 2 cm2 and each pixel has an individual area of  1 mm2. 
The reception zone of each pixel (on the ceiling) is varied as 
the receiver terminal moves around the room over the CP. The 
calculation of the new reception zone associated with each 
pixel is discussed in detail in [12]. 
At each pixel the received multipath profile from each spot 
was computed, based on the area that the pixel observes and 
WKHSL[HO·V)29DWHDFKUHFHLYHU ORFDWLRQ9DULRXVSDUDPHWHUV
were derived from the simulated impulse response, such as the 
delay spread and SNR.  
1) Delay spread is a good measure of signal pulse spread 
due to the temporal dispersion of the incoming 
signal. The delay spread of an impulse response is 
given by [3]: ܦ = ටσ ሺݐ݅െߤሻ2  ܲݎ݅2׊݅ σ ܲݎ݅2׊݅                                   (2) 
where ݐ݅  is the time delay associated with the received optical 
power ܲݎ݅ , and ߤ is the mean delay given by: 
                                    ߤ = σ ܲݎ݅2 ݐ݅׊݅σ ܲݎ݅2׊݅                               (3)                                                                  
2) The SNR of the received signal can be calculated by 
taking into account the powers associated with logic 0 
and logic 1 (ܲܵ 0 and ܲܵ 1) respectively. The SNR is 
given by [22]:  
 
                                   ܴܵܰ = ቀܴ( ܲݏ1െ ܲݏ0)ߪ0+ߪ1 ቁ2,                        (4) 
                                                 ߪ0 = ටߪ݌ݎ2 + ߪܾ݊2 + ߪݏ02  ܽ݊݀ ߪ1 = ටߪ݌ݎ2 + ߪܾ݊2 + ߪݏ12     (5) 
                         
where ߪ݌ݎ2  represents the receiver noise which is a function of 
the design used for the preamplifier; ߪܾ݊2  represents the 
background shot noise component and ߪݏ02  and ߪݏ12  represent 
the shot noise associated with the received signal ( ܲݏ0  and ܲݏ1) 
respectively. The signal-dependent noise (ߪݏ݅2 ) is very small due 
to the weak received optical signal, see the experimental results 
reported in [23]. In this study, we used the PIN-FET 
transimpedance preamplifier proposed in [24]. The background 
shot noise calculations can be found in [21]. In the imaging 
receiver, we considered two schemes: selection combining 
(SC), i.e. select best pixel and maximum ratio combining 
(MRC). Calculations of SC and MRC methods can be found in 
our previous work in [12].  
 
III.  ADAPTIVE HOLOGRAM CONFIGURATIONS  
In this section, three adaptive multibeam transmitter 
configurations are presented and analyzed in order to identify 
the most suitable geometry for use in indoor OW systems.  
 
III.A FAA-Holograms 
An angle adaptive OW system has recently been introduced 
[12]-[13]. Beam angle adaptation (beam steering based on 
liquid crystal devices) was shown to be an efficient technique 
that can help identify the optimum distribution of the diffusing 
spots to provide the strongest path between the diffusing spots 
and the receiver at every transmitter and receiver location. The 
adaptive transmitter first produces a single spot to scan the 
walls and ceiling at approximately 8000 possible locations 
(associated with a 2.860 beam angle increment [12], [13]) in 
order to identify the best location, then the transmitter 
generates a hologram that produces a line strip of diffusing 
spots at the optimum location. These processes require 
intensive calculations and time on a digital signal processor 
(DSP). In order to eliminate the need for computing the 
holograms at each step an adaptation method is introduced 
where a finite vocabulary of stored holograms is used. The 
floor (or ceiling) is divided into regions i.e., eight regions 
(2 m ×  2 m per region), see Fig. 1. In each region, the 
transmitter uses a hologram that generates the optimum 
diffusing spots if the receiver is present in any one of the 
regions. These holograms can be pre-calculated so as to target 
the spots near the receiver (in whichever region the receiver 
may be) based on our angle adaptation algorithm proposed in 
[12], [13]. 7KH KRORJUDPV· SL[HO LQIRUPDWLRQ LV stored in 
memory in the transmitter. An adaptation algorithm is used 
where the transmitter tries the stored holograms either 
sequentially or in a fast manner using a divide-and-conquer 
approach explained later in this section. The receiver feeds 
back SNR information to the transmitter enabling the 
transmitter to choose the best hologram for the given 
transmitter and receiver locations.  
  Computer generated holograms can produce spots with any 
prescribed amplitude and phase distribution. For the fast angle 
adaptive holograms (FAA-Holograms), all the spots have the 
same weight (power), (but different phases). &*+·VKDYH many 
useful properties. Spot distributions can be computed on the 
basis of diffraction theory and encoded into a hologram. 
Calculating a CGH means the calculation of its complex 
transmittance. The transmittance is expressed as 
 
     ܪ(ݑ, ݒ) = ܣ(ݒ,ݑ). ݁ݔ݌[݆߶(ݑ, ݒ)],                 (6)  
where ܣ(ݑ, ݒ) is its amplitude distribution, ߶(ݑ, ݒ) is its phase 
distribution, and (ݑ,ݒ) are coordinates in the frequency space. 
The relative phases of the generated spots are the objects of 
interest. The hologram is able to modulate only the phase of an 
incoming wavefront, the transmittance amplitude being equal 
to unity. The analysis used in [3], [25], [26] was used for the 
design of the CGHs. The hologram ܪ(ݑ, ݒ) is considered to 
be in the frequency domain 7KH SL[HOV· ORFDWLRQV LQ WKH
hologram are defined by the frequency coordinates u and v 
(two dimension). The observed diffraction pattern ݄(ݔ, ݕ) is in 
the spatial domain (far field in the ceiling). They are related by 
the continuous Fourier transform: 
 ݄ሺݔ, ݕሻ = ׭ܪ(ݑ, ݒ)݁ݔ݌ሾെ݅2ߨሺݑݔ + ݒݕሻሿ݀ݑ݀ݒ.        (7) 
The hologram structure is an ܯ × ܰ array of rectangular cells, 
with dimension ܴ ×  ܵ. Each cell represents a complex 
transmittance value ܪ݈݇ : -ܯ/2 <  ݇ <  ܯ/2 ܽ݊݀ െ ܰ/2 <
 ݈ <  ܰ/2. If the hologram is placed in the frequency plane, 
the diffraction pattern is given by [25] 
݄ሺݔ,ݕሻ = ܴܵݏ݅݊ܿሺܴݔ, ܵݕሻ ෍ ෍ ܪ݈݇2ܰെ1݈=െ
2ܰ
ܯ
2
െ1
݇=െܯ
2
݁ݔ݌ሾ݅2ߨሺܴ݇ݔ + ܵݕ݈ሻሿ,  
(8) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.1: Architecture of our proposed OW system when the transmitter is placed 
at (3m,3m,1m) and the receiver is at (1m,3m,1m). 
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where ݏ݅݊ܿ(ܽ, ܾ)= ݏ݅݊(ߨܽ) ݏ݅݊(ߨܾ)/ߨ2ܾܽ. The hologram 
is designed such that the complex amplitude of the spots is 
proportional to some value of interest. However, because of 
the finite resolution of the output device and the complex 
transmittance of the resulting hologram, the reconstruction 
will be in error. This error can be used as a cost function. 
Simulated annealing was employed to minimize the cost 
function [27]. The amplitudes and phases of every spot are 
determined by the hologram pixels· pattern and are given by its 
Fourier transform. The constraints considered in the hologram 
plane are to discretize the phase from 0 ݐ݋ 2ߨ and to achieve a 
constant unit amplitude for the phase only CGH. 
   The desired distribution of spots in the far field is ݂ሺݔ ,yሻ =ȁ݂ሺݔ ,yሻȁexp༌(݅߮(ݔ ,y)) . The main goal of the design is to 
determine the CGH distribution ݃(ݒ,ݑ) that generates a 
reconstruction ݃(ݔ,y) as close as possible to the desired 
distribution ݂(ݔ,y). The cost function (CF) is defined as a  
mean squared error which can be interpreted as the difference 
between the normalized desired object energy ݂"ሺݔ,yሻ and the 
scaled reconstruction energy ݃"(ݔ,y): 
 ܥ݇ܨ = ටσ σ ሺȁ݂"(݅, ݆)ȁ2 െ ȁ݃"݇(݅, ݆)ȁ2ሻ2݆ܰ=1݅ܯ=1 ,              (9) 
where ݂"ሺݔ , yሻ represents the normalized desired object 
energy and ݃"݇(݅, ݆) represents the scaled reconstruction 
energy of the kth iteration. Simulated annealing was used to 
optimize the phase of the holograms offline by minimizing the 
cost function [27]. 
For a large room of 8݉ ×  4݉, the floor is divided into eight 
regions (2 m ×  2 m per region). A library which contains 64-
holograms optimized offline using simulated annealing was 
established. Each hologram produces the optimum diffusing 
spots which were pre-calculated based on an angle adaptation 
technique [12] in order to optimize the spot locations at each 
particular area of 2 m ×  2 m, see Fig. 1. In each region, the 
transmitter should have eight holograms stored in a library in 
order to cover the eight possible receiver positions in the 
room. This results in 64 holograms (in the case of eight 
regions) that cover the entire room. The total number of 
holograms required is ܰ2, where ܰ represents the number of 
regions into which the floor/ceiling is divided. An example of 
one hologram, when the transmitter is placed at (3m, 3m, 1m) 
and the receiver is present at the second region, is shown in 
Fig. 2. Simulated annealing was used to optimize the phase of 
the computer-generated hologram. Fig. 2 shows three 
snapshots of hologram phase distributions, ݃ሺݔ,yሻ, in the far 
field at different iterations. When the number of iterations 
increases, the hologram phase distributions are improved. The 
cost function versus the number of iterations completed is 
shown Fig. 3. 
After generating N holograms using simulated annealing 
optimization, the holograms are stored in the library of the 
proposed FAA-Holograms system. In the case of classic (i.e. 
not fast) angle adaptive holograms the transmitter first 
sequentially tries all N holograms (64 holograms in this case) 
and the receiver computes the SNR associated with each 
hologram at the receiver and relays this information to the 
transmitter for the transmitter to identify the best hologram to 
use (update the holograms). This is an exhaustive search 
mechanism among the stored holograms. If each SNR 
computation is carried out in 10 ȣs [12], then the total 
adaptation time when the receiver moves is 640 ȣs. A further 
improvement in SNR can be achieved by increasing the 
number of regions on the floor, which leads to smaller regions 
and to DFFXUDWHO\ LGHQWLI\LQJ WKH UHFHLYHU·V ORFDWLRQ. A larger 
number of holograms is generated in this case to choose from 
leading to an increase in the time required to identify the best 
hologram. For example, increasing the number of regions from 
8 to 16 will lead to an increase in the total number of 
holograms to 256. Hence the computation time required to 
identify the optimum holograms is increased to 2.56 ms. In 
order to overcome this problem a fast angle adaptive hologram 
(FAA-Holograms) algorithm is introduced to effectively 
  
 
Iteration 5 
 
Iteration 15 
 
Iteration 100 
Fig. 2: The hologram phase pattern at Iterations 5, 15 and 100 using simulated 
annealing optimization. Different gray levels represent different phase levels 
ranging from 0 (black) to 2ʌ (white). 
 
Fig. 3: Cost function versus the number of iterations 
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improve the SNR (through the use of more holograms) while 
reducing the computation time required to identify the 
optimum hologram. The fast algorithm determines the 
optimum hologram that yields the best receiver SNR based on 
a D&C algorithm. The transmitter divides the stored 
holograms into four quadrants with a boundary based on the 
hologram transmission angles (െߜ݉݅݊  to 0) and (0 to ߜ݉ܽݔ ) in 
both the x and y axes. The transmitter first tries the middle 
hologram at each quadrant (four holograms will be first tried) 
to identify the sub-optimal quadrant; hence reducing the 
number of holograms that need to be tried by a factor of 4 in 
the first step. The receiver sends a feedback signal at a low rate, 
which relays to the transmitter the SNR associated with each 
hologram. The hologram that results in the best receiver SNR 
is identified as a sub-optimum hologram, and the quadrant that 
includes this sub-optimum hologram is divided in the next step 
into four sub-quadrants. The transmitter again scans the 
middle hologram at four new sub-quadrants and identifies the 
second sub-optimal hologram; hence identifying the second 
sub-optimal quadrant. The transmitter again divides the new 
second sub-optimal quadrant into four quadrants in a similar 
manner to the first and second sub-optimal quadrants to 
identify the third sub-optimal quadrant. The quadrant that is 
represented by the third sub-optimal hologram is then 
scanned. This technique helps to reduce the computation time 
required to identify the optimum hologram when a very large 
number of holograms is used. The proposed FAA-Holograms 
algorithm can be described for a single transmitter and receiver 
as follows:  
1- The transmitter first divides the stored holograms 
into four main groups associated with four quadrants 
based on the hologram transmission angles. The 
boundary angles associated with the first quadrant are ߜ݉ܽݔ െݔ  to 0 in the x-axis and ߜ݉ܽݔ െݕ  to 0 in y-axis. 
2- The transmitter transmits using the middle hologram 
in each quadrant in order to determine the first sub-
optimum hologram. 
3- The receiver computes the SNR associated with each 
transmission (each hologram) and sends a control 
feedback signal at a low rate to inform the transmitter 
of the SNR associated with the hologram (four 
holograms will be tried first in order to find the first 
sub-optimal hologram / region). 
4- The transmitter records (the transmission angles of) 
the hologram where the receiver SNR is sub-optimal. 
If the transmitter receives more than one equally 
optimal SNR due to the room symmetry, or due to 
both the transmitter and receiver being co-allocated 
(receiver on the boundary of the optimum region), 
then the transmitter will select the first hologram 
from among the available equally good hologram 
choices and discard the others. 
5- The transmitter identifies the quadrant that includes 
the sub-optimal hologram IURP WKH KRORJUDP·V
transmission angles, for the next iteration. 
6- The transmitter again divides the sub-optimal 
quadrant into four sub-quadrants and repeats steps 3 
to 5 to identify the second sub-optimal quadrant.  
7- The transmitter again divides the second sub-optimal 
quadrant into four sub-quadrants and repeats steps 3 
to 5 to identify the third sub-optimal quadrant.  
8- The D&C process continues and the transmitter 
determines the optimal hologram transmission angles 
thDWPD[LPL]HWKHUHFHLYHU·V615. 
The proposed system, FAA-Holograms (with 256 holograms), 
reduces the computation time from 2.56 ms taken by the 
classic angle adaptive holograms to 160 µs. It should be noted 
that our proposed system operates in an empty rectangular 
room. In this work, we do not consider the potential 
interference due to daylight through windows and we do not 
consider the impact of shadowing in a realistic indoor 
environment. In the case of a realistic indoor environment, the 
number of holograms to be scanned in each area should be 
increased. This will lead to increase in the adaptation process. 
We have recently studied the impact of shadowing in a realistic 
indoor environment in [21]. The interference of daylight 
through windows is of interest and will be considered in future 
work. 
III.B FPA-Holograms 
Beam power adaptation was introduced in [12], [29] with a line 
strip multibeam OW system (LSMS) to increase the power 
levels to the spots that are close to the receiver in order to 
optimize the SNR. The adaptive LSMS switches ON each spot 
individually and computes the SNR due to this spot at the 
receiver. The receiver then sends a control feedback signal at a 
low rate to inform the transmitter of the SNR associated with 
the beam (spot). The transmitter receives all the SNR weights 
associated with each spot (80 spots in our case). The 
transmitter then redistributes the transmit power (ܲݏ) among 
the beams according to the ratio of the SNRs: 
 ݊݁ݓ ݌݋ݓ݁ݎ ݋݂ ݐ݄݁ ݏ݌݋ݐ = ቀ ܴܵܰ  ݋݂  ݐ݄݁ ݏ݌݋ݐܶ݋ݐ݈ܽ  ܴܵܰ  ݋݂  ݐ݄݁ ݏ݌݋ݐݏ  ቁ × ܲݏ,     (10) 
and then generates a hologram that produces spots with 
different intensities using a liquid crystal device. These steps 
require time and calculations to generate the hologram, which 
increases the transmitter complexity. The idea of beam power 
adaptation with the finite vocabulary holograms (FPA-
Holograms) is to pre-compute holograms (ready to be 
uploaded to the liquid crystal device) where each hologram 
represents the best power distribution among the spots using 
(10) for a given transmitter and receiver location. The floor is 
divided into regions similar to the FAA-Holograms. Instead of 
generating N2 holograms that represent different beam angles 
as in FAA-Holograms, here the spots are generated vertically 
above the transmitter, but the power is distributed among the 
spots to maximize the SNR for the given transmitter and 
receiver locations. This setting represents one of the N2 
holograms generated and stored. The phase optimization of 
holograms can be performed in a similar fashion to FAA-
Holograms using simulated annealing but with different spot 
intensities obtained from (10). A fast power adaptive 
holograms (FPA-Holograms) algorithm is introduced to reduce 
the time needed to find the best hologram. The fast algorithm 
is also based on a D&C algorithm that determines the 
optimum hologram that yields the best receiver SNR. Since the 
VSRWV·DQJOHV in all holograms are equal, the algorithm divides 
holograms into two main groups based on the power 
distribution of spots (in the current case LSMS contains 80 
spots). The holograms that increase the power level of spot 1 
to spot 40 are listed in the first group and the second group 
represents holograms that increase the power level of spot 41 
to spot 80. The transmitter first tries one hologram in each 
group. The receiver computes the SNR and informs the 
transmitter about the SNR weight associated with each 
hologram via a feedback signal. The transmitter determines the 
sub-optimal hologram that yields the best receiver SNR and 
the group that includes the sub-optimal hologram is divided 
into two sub-groups, whereby each sub-group contains the 
holograms that increase the power level of 20 spots. The 
transmitter and receiver continue until the sub-group contains 
the holograms that increase the power level of five spots. This 
helps the transmitter to reduce the computation time required 
to identify the optimum holograms by a factor of 16. 
III.C FAPA-Holograms 
Although the FPA-Holograms system is better than LSMS, the 
fast angle adaptive hologram (FAA-Holograms) system still 
performs better. This is due the fact that the distance between 
the diffusing spots and the receiver is a key factor in mobile 
indoor multibeam OW systems. The benefits of both systems 
are combined by introducing fast beam angle and power 
adaptation with a finite vocabulary of holograms (FAPA-
Holograms), in order to further improve the system 
performance under the impact of background noise, receiver 
noise, multipath dispersion and mobility. The proposed FAPA-
Holograms algorithm is similar to the fast angle adaptive 
algorithm explained above in the way that the optimum 
hologram is identified. The angles and power levels associated 
with the spots in each hologram are pre-calculated and stored 
in the library of the proposed system without adding any 
complexity at the transmitter when reproducing holograms. It 
should be noted that the two adaptation algorithms described 
(angle adaptation algorithm and power adaptation algorithm) 
apply to a single transmitter and a single receiver position. If 
there is more than a single transmitter in the room, then a 
medium access control (MAC) protocol should be used. This 
will regulate which transmitter-receiver pair can use which 
resources (for example time slots, code, wavelength) and when. 
Potential MAC protocols in this environment include carrier 
sense multiple access (CSMA) [30], packet reservation multiple 
access [31] and multi-carrier code division multiple access [32] 
among others.  Furthermore opportunistic scheduling [33] can 
be employed where the optimum hologram is chosen to 
maximize the SNR in a given region (set of users) for a given 
time period. The multi-user system can alternatively select the 
hologram that optimises a given performance criterion. For 
example it can select the hologram that maximises the 
minimum SNR among the users, or maximises the sum rate 
achieved by the users or some other criteria. Moreover, the 
D&C algorithm needs to be modified in order to speed up the 
adaptation process in multi-user scenario.  
 Furthermore, a significant reduction in computation time is 
observed in the proposed FAPA-Holograms, based on a D&C 
search algorithm, when the total number of holograms is 
increased to 6400 (by dividing the floor into 80 regions). The 
increase in the number of holograms enhances the system SNR 
(reducing the SNR penalty associated with the use of a finite 
number of holograms, investigated in Section V). The 
computation time required to identify the optimum holograms 
is about 13 ms instead of the 64 ms taken by the classic angle 
adaptive holograms, as shown in Section V. 
  
 
IV.  SIMULATION RESULTS OF FINITE 
ADAPTIVE HOLOGRAMS VERSUS ORIGINAL 
BEAM POWER AND ANGLE ADAPTATIONS   
Simulation results have shown that the beam angle and power 
adaptations, coupled with imaging receiver detection, can 
significantly improve performance in a multibeam optical 
wireless system [12]-[13]. However this is at the cost of 
complexity in the design of PA-LSMS, AA-LSMS and APA-
LSMS. The complexity is associated with the computation time 
required to identify the optimum spot location, in addition to 
the time needed to generate the hologram with optimum spot 
powers and angles. For example, in a typical room with 
dimensions of 4 m ×  8 m × 3 m (width  × length × height), 
the APA-LSMS system generates a single spot which scans the 
walls and ceiling by changing the beam angle associated with 
the spot between െ90°and  90° in steps of 2.86°, a total of 8000 
possible locations, which requires 80 ms adaptation time in 
order to identify the optimum location. The time required to 
generate the hologram with optimum spot angles and powers 
can be estimated. If the APA-LSMS system uses the output 
plane phase optimization (OPPO) algorithm proposed in [34], 
then the total computation is [34] 
 ݐ݋݌݌݋ = 5 × ݌ × ܵ2 + ܵ × ܯ × ܰ,             (12) 
where ܯ × ܰ is the number of hologram pixels, ܵ is the 
number of spots on the output plane (ceiling), ݌ is the phase 
level. The first term (5 × ݌ × ܵ2, complex operations) 
represent the computations needed for designing the 
temporary hologram using direct binary search (DBS) and the 
second term (ܵ × ܯ × ܰ, complex operations) represents the 
computation of the hologram using discrete Fourier transform 
(DFT). If ܯ = ܰ = 200, ܵ=80 and ݌=8, then:  
 ݐ݋݌݌݋ = 0.2 × 106 + 3.2 × 106 
The computation for designing the temporary hologram can 
be ignored based on the study in [34]. If each operation in the 
optimization of the hologram is carried out in 0.1ߤݏ then the 
total time required to generate a hologram is 320ms.  
Adaptation based on a finite number of pre-calculated and 
stored holograms can reduce the computational burden and 
computation time as previously shown. It is however of 
interest to establish the penalty associated with the use of 
different finite vocabularies of holograms. The SNR and delay 
spread distributions of the fast finite adaptive holograms 
systems (FPA-Holograms, FAA-Holograms and FAPA-
Holograms) are examined when the floor is divided into 8, 16 
and 80 regions, see Fig. 4 (a) and (b), (c). All the proposed 
systems operate at high data rate of 5 Gb/s. The preamplifier 
used in the 5 Gb/s OW system is the PIN-FET receiver 
design proposed in [24]. A reduction in the total transmit 
power under eye safety regulations at high data rates of 1.25 
Gb/s, 2.5 Gb/s and 5 Gb/s will be considered in the next 
section. The SNR penalties of the proposed systems compared 
with the original PA-LSMS, AA-LSMS and APA-LSMS 
configurations are shown in Fig. 4. Improvements in the SNR 
and delay spread are observed in the proposed systems when 
the total number of regions increases. Increasing the number 
of regions helps the transmitter produce a hologram that more 
accurately matcheV HDFK UHFHLYHU·V ORFDWLRQ KHQFH LPSURYLQJ
the system performance for the given transmitter and receiver 
locations. Variations (relatively small) in the SNR and delay 
spread might be present when a small number of holograms, 
for example, 64 and 256 holograms, are used. This is due to 
the large size of regions (2m × 2m and 2m × 1m). 
Therefore, the SNR and the delay spread results of FAA-
Holograms and FAPA-Holograms (with 64 and 256 
holograms) in Fig. 4 (b) and (c) have been averaged when the 
transmitter moves in steps of 1m over the entire room while 
the receiver moves along the constant line x=2m. The 
improvements in the SNR and delay spread are achieved at the 
cost of computation time required to identify the optimum 
hologram due to the increase in the total number of 
holograms. However, the proposed systems use a D&C search 
algorithm which can help find the optimum hologram with 
lower computational time compared with classic finite adaptive 
holograms systems. Furthermore, we increase the number of 
holograms that need to be scanned at each quarter to 100 
holograms in our fast search algorithm when the proposed 
system uses a large number of holograms (6400 stored 
holograms). This can significantly help the transmitter to 
identify the receiver location. The SNR penalty of the 
proposed systems compared with the original adaptive OW 
systems (PA-LSMS, angle adaptive LSMS, and APA-LSMS) is 
reduced as the number of regions increases, see Fig. 4. At the 
worst communication link, where the floor is divided into 80 
regions (6400 holograms used), a significant computational 
saving is achieved in the proposed imaging FAPA-Holograms 
system. Here only 1300 holograms need to be scanned to 
identify the optimum hologram based on a D&C search 
algorithm (computation time reduction from 80 ms required 
for APA-LSMS to 13 ms), can be achieved at the cost of an  
 
 
 
(a) FPA-Holograms versus PA-LSMS 
 
 
 
(b) FAA-Holograms versus AA-LSMS 
 
 
(c) FAPA-Holograms versus APA-LSMS 
Fig. 4: The SNR and the delay spread of the adaptive finite vocabulary 
holograms (FPA-Holograms, FAA-Holograms and FAPA-Holograms) versus 
room location for the original beam power and angle adaptive systems (PA-
LSMS, AA-LSMS and APA-LSMS) when the transmitters operate at 5 Gb/s. 
 
SNR penalty of less than 1 dB compared with an APA-LSMS 
system at each receiver location, see Fig. 4. In addition, the 
proposed system eliminates the need to generate the hologram 
(320 ms) when the optimum location is found. All the 
holograms are pre-calculated and stored in the system, which 
can further simplify the design of the OW system. Fig. 4 shows 
the tradeoff between hologram vocabulary size the SNR and 
delay spread penalties incurred. For a given acceptable SNR 
(and/or delay spread) penalty, the hologram vocabulary size 
that should be used can be established. 
One of the aims of this paper is to evaluate the efficiency of 
the fast adaptive algorithm through the study of time 
complexity. The computational complexity can be calculated 
based on the nature of the function ܶ(݊) [35], where for 
example a linear algorithm of input size ݊ can induce a linear 
time complexity of ܶሺ݊ሻ = ܱ(݊). Usually an algorithm with 
complexity order ܱ(݊) has a single pass implementation and 
shows acceptable performance with small ݊, however it 
becomes too complex with larger ݊. The classical adaptation 
algorithm (not fast) can identify the optimum hologram 
through scanning all the stored holograms, which are 
SURFHVVHG LQ WKH EDVLF ´RQH-SDVVµ VW\OH 7KHUHIRUH WKH WLPH
complexity of this algorithm is linear given by ܶሺ݊ሻ = ܱሺ݊ሻ 
and its complexity rises with increase in ݊. The input size ݊ 
here represents the total number of stored holograms in the 
proposed system that need to be scanned to identify the 
optimum hologram that yields in the best SNR.  In contrast, 
the fast algorithm is a recursive algorithm based on a D&C 
approach, where the scanning process is recursively broken 
down into a number of iterations ݇. Four iterations are 
conducted in our case (i.e., ݇ =  4), where 4 holograms have 
to be scanned in each iteration, resulting in a time complexity 
given as [35] 
 ܶሺ݊ሻ = ݆ log2 ൬݆݊൰ ,                                 (13) 
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where ݆ is the number of sub-problems (quadrants in our case). 
In each iteration the fast algorithm divides the scanning area 
into four quadrants (݆ = 4). Therefore the fast algorithm can 
achieve time optimal ܱ൫4 ݈݋݃2൫݊ 4ൗ ൯൯ complexity, and 
therefore it is highly efficient compared to the classical 
algorithm. For example with n=6400, 256 and 64 holograms; 
k=4 and j=4, the reduction in complexity as a result of using 
the fast D&C algorithm is by factors of 42, 24 and 16 
respectively. 
Furthermore, the system may choose to update its holograms 
less frequently even in the presence of mobility. This 
simplification is at the cost of an SNR penalty. Fig. 5 shows 
the SNR penalty based on the transmitter using its old 
hologram settings while in motion. The system design should  
allow a link margin. For example with a link power margin of 3 
dB, the results in Fig. 5 show that adaptation has to be done 
every time the receiver moves by 1.3 m approximately. We 
suggest that the receiver periodically (for example at 0.1 second 
intervals, given a typical pedestrian speed of 1 m/s) re-
evaluates its SNR and if this has changed significantly 
(compared to a threshold value) then this change initiates 
transmitter adaptation. Therefore the 13 ms adaptation time 
represents an overhead of 13% in terms of transmission time. 
It should be noted that this adaptation has been done at the 
rate at which the environment changes for example the rate at 
ZKLFK KXPDQV PRYH QRW DW WKH V\VWHP·V ELW UDWH 7KHUHIRUH
when the system is stationary it can achieve 5 Gb/s. When it is 
on the move it can achieve 87% of this data rate, i.e. 4.35 
Gb/s. Note that when a small number of detectors is used at 
the receiver such as three or seven detectors, instead of 200 
detectors then the number of hologram to be scanned at each 
quadrant has to be increased.   
 
 
Fig.5. The SNR Penalty of our proposed system when the receiver moves 
from the optimum location of the  spots at (1m, 2m, 1m) along x axis. 
 
Furthermore, we have also examined the impact of designing a 
finite number of holograms based on a particular room size, 
and subsequently using the OW system in rooms with different 
sizes. The holograms were designed for our room with  
dimensions (4m × 8m × 3m) and the system was then 
evaluated in two empty rooms (without furnishings) with 
dimensions of (3m × 6m × 3m) and (5m × 10m × 3m) 
(width× length × height). The proposed FAPA-Holograms 
system is compared with the original beam power and angle 
adaptation (APA-LSMS) system. The latter fully adapts to any 
room of any size. Fig. 6 shows the results of the proposed 
system when the transmitter is placed at three different 
ORFDWLRQVURRP·VFHQWUHURRP·VHGJHDQGURRP·VFRUQHUZKLOH
the receiver moves along the x=0.5 m and 1.5 m lines for  the 
room set-up (3m × 6m × 3m) and the x=1m and 2.5m lines 
for the room set-up (5m × 10m × 3m). Fig. 6 (a) shows that in 
the case of a small room configuration, the FAPA- Holograms 
system still has an SNR penalty of less than 1 dB compared 
with the APA-LSMS configuration. This is because with a 
small room size the FAPA-Holograms system, with 6400 
stored holograms, is able to cover the entire room at each 
transmitter and receiver location (the choices available within 
the finite vocabulary are still good). However, with a large 
room size, when the transmitter is near the room edge and the 
room corner at (2.5 m, 9m, 1m), (1m, 1m, 1m), respectively, 
and the receiver is placed at the room corner and the room 
edge at (1m, 1m, 1m), (2.5m, 9m, 1m), respectively, there is a 
differential SNR penalty of 2.8 dB. In order to reduce the SNR 
penalty, as well as reduce the effect of the room configuration, 
finite adaptive holograms system (FAPA-Holograms) can be 
designed for a large room of (5m × 10m × 3m), where the 
floor is divided into 100 regions for example. In this case, 
10,000 holograms need to be stored in the system memory. A 
D&C search algorithm can be used to reduce the time required 
to identify the optimum hologram from 100 ms to around 14 
ms.  
 
 
(a) APA-LSMS versus FAPA-Holograms in a small room size 
 
 
(b) APA-LSMS versus FAPA-Holograms in a large room size 
 
Fig. 6: The SNR of APA-LSMS; and of FAPA-Holograms designed for (4m× 
8m ×3m) room but used on rooms of dimensions (a) (3m× 6m ×3m) and (b) 
(5m×10m ×3m). 
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V.  HIGH-SPEED MOBILE INDOOR OW 
COMMUNICATION SYSTEM  
 
In conventional OOK systems, the SNR has to be 15.6 dB in 
order to achieve a BER of 10െ9. The improvement in the SNR 
obtained as a result of our new system (FAPA-Holograms) can 
help the system reduce the total transmit power, while 
operating at higher data rates of 1.25 Gb/s, 2.5 Gb/s and 5 
Gb/s. To further increase the link budget at higher data rates, 
the number of holograms was increased to 6400 (which 
reduces the penalty due to the finite number of holograms) by 
dividing the floor into 80 regions. Note that a relatively small 
memory size is needed to store 6400 × (200×200) complex 
numbers, where each complex number represents the phase of 
a pixel. At high data rates, we used as preamplifier the PIN-
FET receiver design in [24]. In an optical direct detection 
system, the optimum receiver bandwidth is 0.7 times the bit 
rate. This means that a 5 Gbit/s data rate requires a 3.5 GHz 
UHFHLYHU EDQGZLGWK WKH  ILJXUH LV EDVHG RQ 3HUVRQLN·V 
optical receiver design [36]). Therefore, the bandwidth was 
limited to 0.875 GHz, 1.75 GHz and 3.5 GHz for the 1.25 
Gb/s, 2.5 Gb/s and 5 Gb/s systems, respectively via the use 
of appropriate filters. The fast algorithm based on D&C only  
needs to scan/try 1300 holograms to identify the optimum 
hologram, which significantly reduces the computation time to  
13 ms compared with the 64 ms needed in the case of classic 
angle and power adaptive hologram. To investigate the 
proposed system, FAPA-Holograms, with respect to eye safety  
regulations, we used a total transmit power of 80 mW (1 mW 
per beam). This limitation was introduced in our power 
adaptation which was not allowed to increase the power per 
spot beyond 0.5 mW. Again, all the holograms are pre-
calculated and stored in the proposed system to eliminate the 
need to calculate a hologram at each step. The SNRs achieved 
in the proposed system in this case were about 29 dB, 20 dB 
and 11 dB at 1.25 Gb/s, 2.5 Gb/s and 5 Gb/s respectively, 
under the impact of background noise, multipath dispersion 
and mobility, see Fig. 7. The drop in the SNR is attributed to 
the reduction in the total transmit power from 1 W to 80 mW, 
and also due to the power restriction per beam in our 
algorithm. At 1.25 Gb/s and 2.5 Gb/s the SNR is still greater 
than 15.6 dB (BER < 10െ9). Since the FAPA-Holograms 
system is able to identify the optimum hologram as determined 
by the receiver, it is possible to use the modified imaging 
receiver proposed in [12] with our system at 5 Gb/s which can 
provide an SNR gain of round 7 dB. Furthermore, forward 
error correction (FEC) can be used with the proposed system  
 
Fig. 7: The SNR of our proposed FAPA-holograms system operating at  1.25 
Gb/s, 2.5 Gb/s and 5 Gb/s, with a total transmit power of 80 mW, when the 
transmitter is placed at (2m, 1m, 1m) and the receiver moves along the x=1m 
line. 
at 5 Gb/s to reduce the BER from 10െ3 to 10െ9. The higher 
data rates (1.25 Gb/s, 2.5 Gb/s and 5 Gb/s) in the FAPA-
Holograms system are therefore feasible through a 
combination of angle and power adaptive holograms, and 
imaging receivers. It is worth noting that the hologram system 
can be modelled analytically, however the signal propagation in 
the room and the background noise cannot be modelled 
accurately in closed form analytic expressions, although 
approximations can be made to the impulse response of  
certain systems such as the fully diffuse optical wireless system 
[4]. To the best of our knowledge there are no closed form 
expressions for the impulse response of adaptive (power, delay 
and angle adaptation) multi-beam optical wireless systems. The 
development of such closed form channel impulse response 
expressions as a function of room size and transmitter and 
receiver locations is of great interest and will be pursued in 
future work. 
 
VI.  CONCLUSIONS 
Mobility can degrade the performance of the diffuse and spot-
diffusing OW systems. In this paper, we introduced adaptive 
finite vocabulary holograms that are pre-calculated and stored 
in our proposed system (transmitter) memory. We also 
introduced a new search algorithm based on D&C in order to 
reduce the time needed to select the best pre-calculated 
hologram. Our proposed systems are coupled with an imaging 
receiver to further improve the received optical signal at the 
receiver, as well as mitigate the impact of background noise 
and multipath dispersion. The angle and power associated with 
the spots in each hologram are pre- calculated and stored in 
the proposed system without adding any complexity at the 
transmitter to reproduce (compute) the holograms. The 
improvements in the SNR and delay spread achieved as a result 
of the new system (FAPA-Holograms) enables the system to 
reduce the total transmit power, in addition to operating at 
high data rates. To investigate the proposed FAPA-Holograms 
system with respect to eye safety regulations, a total transmit 
power of 80 ܹ݉ (1 ܹ݉ per beam) was used. A limitation was 
introduced in the power adaptation where the power per spot 
cannot be increased beyond 0.5 mW. The SNRs achieved in 
our proposed system in this case were about 29 dB, 20 dB and 
11 dB at 1.25 Gb/s 2.5Gb/s and 5 Gb/s respectively, under 
the impact of background noise, multipath dispersion and 
mobility. The SNR and delay spread results of our proposed 
systems (FPA-Holograms, FAA-Holograms and FAPA-
Holograms) were examined and compared with the original 
OW adaptive systems (PA-LSMS, AA-LSMS and APA-LSMS) 
proposed in our previous work. Improvements in the SNR and 
the delay spread in the proposed systems were observed and 
found to be close to original adaptive OW systems, when the 
total number of holograms stored increases.  
Increasing the number of holograms / regions helps the 
WUDQVPLWWHU DFFXUDWHO\ LGHQWLI\ WKH UHFHLYHU·V ORFDWLRQ KHQFH
improving the system performance. A search algorithm based 
on D&C was used in order to reduce the time needed to select 
the best pre-calculated hologram. In the worst communication 
path considered, when the floor is divided into 80 regions 
(6400 holograms are pre-calculated and stored in the system), 
our proposed system FAPA-Holograms reduces the time 
required to identify the optimum hologram position from 
80݉ݏ for the APA-LSMS configuration to about 13 ݉ݏ, at the 
cost of an SNR penalty of less than 1 dB at every transmitter 
and receiver location. In addition, the proposed systems 
eliminate the need to compute/generate the hologram (320ms) 
when the optimum location is found. This fast algorithm is 
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only required to scan 1300 holograms to identify the best 
hologram based on a D&C algorithm. Moreover, different 
room sizes were considered to examine the performance of the 
adaptive finite vocabulary hologram system when it is designed 
for a given room size and used in rooms with different sizes. 
The proposed system is less sensitive to room geometry (when 
the design is made for a large room (5m, 10m, 3m)), which 
results in an extended range of beam angles that readily 
accommodates smaller rooms. The system therefore operates 
in our case with an SNR penalty of less than 1 dB in all rooms 
equal to or smaller in size than the design room (which can be 
selected to be large); crucially though our system offers faster 
adaptation than previous systems. Future work will consider 
the experimental implementation of our system and its 
demonstration in rooms of different sizes. It is also of interest 
to consider sources that produce spatial power distributions 
other than those associated with holograms. 
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